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BIOLOGY

Myxobacterial Columns
WALTER FLUEGEL*

ABSTRACT - The soil myxobacterium, Myxococcus fulvus, will produce clavate columns of slime
and cells in certain static liquid cu.ltures. The cells protrude from the thicker end of the column like
pins in a pincushion. The column's distribution is in an even array. An hypothesis is suggested for
the origin of these formations. The columns are not fruiting bodies. Column formation in other
fruiting myxobacteria suggests that it is not a unique feature. Only one other fruiting myxobacterium which produced columns has been reported, and that more than two decades ago.

With the availability of shaking machines and concepts
of mass culture in which every cell is in the same physiological state, static liquid cultures of bacteria are not generally desired. It is characteristic of wild-type fruiting
myxobacteria, however, to grow as an adherent film of
cells on the container wall of liquid cultures whether
shaken or in static condition. This quality was noted by
Singh (1947) and Oxford (1947), who grew members
of the genus Myxococcus in various static liquid preparations. The adherent film of cells was noted by not described.
''Wild-type" Myxococci adhere to flask wafls and also
produce floating "stars" and clumps. Observation of the
adherent film has been ignored or not recorded if observed. The intrinsic interest in fruiting behavior and
related studies prompted many investigators to find strains
that grew in a dispersed manner. Dworkin reviews
( 1966) where successful attempts have been made with
various myxobacters. Schurmann ( 1967) has devised a
method of growing wild-type myxobacters in a dispersed
state.
In static liquid culture a myxobacterium pathogenic to
fish will produce an adherent swarm which exhibits column
formations. Moreover, on the host fish, these columns are
most clearly evident. Davis (1922) first recognized the
columns but Garnjobst ( 1945) determined their myxobacterial relationship. Ordal and Rucker ( 1944) fit a
fruiting form into its proper classification and named the
organism Chondrococcus columnaris. They called the
columns fruiting bodies.
Garnjobst ( 1945) also noted that pure cultures of the
columnaris organism ( called by her Cytophaga columnaris) produced "star formations". Earlier Stapp and
Bortels ( 1934) noted star formations with nonpathogenic cytophagas. The interpretation of these formations as cells "connected with slime secretion" was given
by Stanier ( 1942). Star formations are closely allied to
column formations, since the aggregates can grow in size
and then produce projections which resemble the columns
observed on fish. More recently McDonald and Peterson ( 1962) found star-shaped clusters in liquid grown
Archangium gephyra, a fruiting form. Chondrococcus
columnaris is the only myxobacterium described in Ber-
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gey's Manual (Breed et. al., 1957) which produces columns in liquid.
This paper will show that the common Myxococcus
fulvus and other soil myxobacteria produce columns in
static liquid culture and that the columns are not fruiting
bodies.
The columns of M. fulvus were seen as a peripheral
observation during fruiting chemotactic studies (Fluegel,
1963a) and observations on slime formation (Fluegel,
1963 b) . Extending the methods further for other genera,
it will be shown that Chondrococcus columnaris is not
unique in producing columns.
Organisms isolated from soil
Various strains of Myxococcus fulvus organisms were
isolated from Duluth garden soil. The one used in this
study has been used previously (Fluegel, 1965) . It makes
a simple, rounded fruiting body on agar. Other species of
Myxococci, Chondrococcus coraloides and a Stelangium
sp., also were used. Drs. E . 0. Ordal (U. of Washington),
M. Dworkin (U. of Minnesota), J. Holt (U. of Iowa),
J. E. Peterson (U. of Missouri) and S. Zahler (Cornell)
have generously sent various strains of Myxococci from
their collections for this study.
Columns were best grown in .8% (w/ v) non-fat milk
and water. Variations are cited later. Dworkin's medium
(1962) and its modifications were used. Other types of
media are cited in the results section.
Myxospore inoculations from 2-3 week-old slants produced predictable type growth. The milk was dispensed
20 ml at a time into flat bottom (Pyrex) petri dishes or
plastic petri dishes. Incubation was always 31 ° C in a
humidity-controlled incubator.
Spatial pattern of the aggregates was determined by
using the same technique outlined previously (Fluegel,
1965). Briefly, petri dishes with their adherent swarm
were harvested, freed of growth media, washed, stained,
and dried. When the petri dish was mounted on a Bausch
and Lomb Trisimplex projector, it cast an image on the
table top . By drawing dots on graph paper to represent
the aggregates, a permanent record of the aggregates was
secured. Applying the Clark and Evans ( 1954) method
of using nearest neighbor pairs, it is possible to determine
the type of distribution made by the aggregates.
Column size was determined by harvesting two plates
at a time, removing pieces of the film, making a wet
mount, and measuring under phase contrast microscopy.
Because the cells in the column were alive and tended to
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branched, coalesced columns produced "teepees" of four,
five, or six thin legs (Fig. 5). Beyond this stage, organization began to disappear into sponge-like or botryoidal
masses.
The spatial pattern of aggregates tended toward an
even array ( Fig. 1B) with a confidence beyond the 1 %
limit for non-random distribution. Varying between 150
to 400 aggregates per sq cm, the pattern was always near
the even array when grown in 20 ml of .8% or more nonfat milk per petri dish.
Effect of milk concentration

FIGURE l. -The early beginning of aggregates (A) . There
is a suggestion that the slime "contracts" in blocks, taking the
cells with them. In the upper and lower left corners the beginning of spokes may be observed . In B the aggregates are more
mature, showing rounding and spokes clearly defined . Once
aggregates form , there is a mound upon which myxobacters
grow and produce the column. Marker is .01 mm.

migrate on the coverslip, no more than three columns
were measured from any one slide. Twenty measures
were made from each dish. The total height, greatest
width, height of the crown, and base were the measures
secured.

When the concentration of milk was reduced to .4%
or .6%, aggregates sometimes formed, but columns did
not come from the aggregates . Reducing the volume of
the .8% milk from 20 ml to IO ml per dish reduced the
depth from about 3.5 mm .to 1.5 mm (flat-bottom Pyrex)
with a subsequent loss in the aggregate formation. The
swirl, or rhizoidal pattern was then the usual swarm
formation.
Other freshly-isolated fruiting Myxococci, or strains
not selected for their dispersed growth habit, have produced columns in the milk solution. M. fulvus and M.
xanthus were indistinguishable from one another. M.
virescens was slower in growth, produced thicker, shorter
columns, and thicker spokes. It usually had a yellow cast
to the swarm. Stelangium sp. slowly produced clavate col-

Growth patterns noted

One-two days growth in the 20 ml of .8%-1.2%
( w/ v) milk in a standard petri dish (100 mm x 15 mm)
produced either a uniform-appearing swarm on the dish
floor or an occasional hammertone effect. If the inoculum
was scanty or from spot inoculations, a rhizoidal pattern
developed along growing edges to be eventually supplanted by columns as the swarm aged. In the swarm,
cells were randomly-arranged and several cells thick. In
the ridges and swirls of the rhizoidal pattern, cells were
aligned with each other on their long axis, and several
cells thick. Between the swirls, cells were sparse and
randomly-oriented.
Aggregates started to form in 3 to 4 days (Fig. 1).
Once the aggregates were formed from the swarm, almost
all ( except the small aggregates) grew into columns (Fig.
2. ) The spoke pattern seen in Fig. 1B was usually found
somewhere in the dish. Spot inoculations of pieces from
previously-grown swarms generally produced spoke patterns whereas massive myxospore inoculations were relatively free of the spokes. The spokes are probably a manifestation of the myxonemata (Fluegel, 1963b). The central core of the columns and spokes stained blue with
Mallory's stain and the cells stained red.
The proportional growth of the column parts was determined (Fig. 3). When the column gets taller it gets
wider. It grows about three times greater in height than
in its greatest width (Fig. 4), and about three times greater
than the main mass or crown which make up the upper
part of the column. There is very little or no slime addition to the base of the column as the height increases
(Fig. 3).
When columns aged and grew in the crown, or
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FIGURE 2. - Columns of M. fuivus: (a) Clavate column,
(b) Branching column, (c) "Teepee" of columns. (Details in
text.)

umns, but the C. coralloides produced ridges, split columns, and other configurations reminiscent of its fruiting
habit on agar. All other strains of Myxococci reported to
grow dispersed in shaken culture either failed to produce
columns in milk if growth was adherent or produced a
diffuse-type swarm which, when disturbed, lost coherence
and drifted in the liquid.
Dworkin's ( 1962) medium of 2% casitone, .1 %
MgSO 4 • 7H2O, and .01 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.2,
allowed M. fulvus to produce columns in 20 ml or more
per dish. When the casitone was reduced to .4% there
was an absence of any configuration or pattern. The
swarm was very uniform in appearance or had a slight
hammertone effect, making it possible to induce for fruiting bodies and analyzing the population structure without
interference of columns (Fluegel, 1965).
A variety of other media were used to determine if
adherent growth was possible with the strains available.
There were mixed results with no apparent clear pattern
71

of adherence and aggregate formation. For example, M.
fulvus #2-D grows dispersed in several kinds of media
on a shaker. 1t will grow dispersed in a .2 % gelatin and
.05% CaCl 2 medium on a shaker, but in a petri dish it
produces an even array of aggregate which break free
from the dish when the dish is disturbed for observation.
The aggregates resemble miniature sea urchins. Aggregates are also formed in the .8 % milk solution and in the
modified Dworkin's solution. In the gelatin, milk, and
modified Dworkin's solution neither spokes or columns
are formed with #2-D.
Using the modified Dworkin's medium and adjusting
the pH with phosphate or replacing the buffer with Tris
(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane, gave mixed results with
some of the strains. Where aggregates were formed and
grew into columns in the phosphate medium, the Tris
solutions generally produced adherent smooth or hammertone appearance to the swarms. There were ( xceptions to this general rule.

free in the water." Ordal and Rucker found microcysts in
the columns but do not state locations.
This author's experience with induced swarms shows
the myxangia to be separate entities from columns, the
former arising from cells which migrate under the slime
toward some foci, break through the slime, and mature as
a heap of myxospores. Columns or aggregates may be
present, but these do not as a rule turn into myxangia
in situ.
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FIGUR E 3. - Typical relationship of variou s dimensions (in
microns) of the column: (HI) Total height ; (H2) Vertical
thickness of crown; (WI) Greatest wiuth of column, crown
width; (W2) Wiuth of the column at base. The numbers in the
table are averages from 40 measurements in one experiment
at the hours indicated. Swarms were grown in milk at 30 ml
per dish . Increase in crown growth is indicated by dotted line.
Crown lhickness remains about one-third the thickness of the
total column height and roughly one-half as thick as the crown
width. A few hours beyond the 113-hour point, many columns
showed branching. ( Also see figure 28 . )

cysts (myxospores) were found associated with the C.
columnaris columns by Borg, the columns were called
fruiting bodies (myxangia). Quoting Borg, "Experience
has shown that microcysts are most likely to be found
toward the base of those columns (author's emphasis)
which project further than the others and lie relatively
72
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Source of "fruiting bodies" terminology
There needs to be clarification on the taxonomic position or value of columns. It is now clear that Chondrococcus columnaris is not unique among the myxobacteria
in producing columns. A cursory mention of Ordal's finding M. fulvus columns has been made by Borg ( 1948).
The observation was not pursued further. Because micro-
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FIGURE 4. - The scatter indicates that as the column gets
taller, it becomes wider in the crown. Proportions are approximately three times gre ater in height than in width . Each marker represents the first 20 measurements taken from the laboratory journal except where duplicate values occurred. Markers
indicate:<•) 70 hours, (X) 89 hours, (0) 113 hours at time
of harvest.

Previous descriptions by Borg ( 1948) and Ordal and
Rucker ( 1944) of C. columnaris would put the columns
as a precursor of the myxangia. Borg's work and that
described in this paper invalidate the myxobacterial columns as fruiting bodies in both organisms because concentrated masses of myxospores are not located in columns. Ordal and Rucker's original description of the hard
fruiting body is from those organisms growing on an agar
surface . It is inconsistent with the description in Bergey's
manual, which refers to the columns as fruiting bodies.
Myxococcus fulvus is a ubiquitous soil organism. In
liquid culture it produces slime threads (Fluegel , 1963b)
which somehow aggregate with the cells which eventually
grow into columns . Columns can be avoided entirely with
the proper cultural method so that columns cannot be
confused with fruiting bodies. The columns are masses of
slime which harbor the cells like pins in a pincushion. The
cells actively move to and fro and in a jerky manner typical of myxobacters. The columns grow in all directions as
the cells reproduce, but the most growth is away from the
anchorage or in space available to it laterally.
There are two problems: ( 1 ) What causes the aggre-
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gates? and (2) Why do they appear in regular patterns?
A hypothesis of aggregation and its spatial pattern is
needed.
Assume that slime threads are secreted by the cells
moving over the dish bottom. As the cells multiply, their
waste products react with the slime, or with one constituent of it, to cause " contraction." The slime is no longer a
layer of loose threads but a "fluid" which forms "droplets." During the process of droplet formation some
threads, not converted into "fluid," are dragged toward
the central mass to form the spokes. A further assumption
is that if the cells are growing on the dish bottom in an
even thickness, the "droplets" which form from the slime
will be in an even array.
This explanation is an attempt to rationalize the results
represented in Fig. I. No experiments have been done to
elucidate the properties of the slime. However, the layer
of slime on the dish and the columns are solid, but flexible masses. If the slime were to remain as threads, the
columns would not keep their shape.
Stewart and Moscona ( 1967) published a photograph
of chick embryo feather germs which showed a very regular pattern. The pattern was initiated by cells which fayed
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becomes an aggregating form in the feather germ system
was not suggested by Stewart and Moscona.
Myxobacterial slime is also in fine strands; the environment which causes it to aggregate is not known. The slime
is probably not a uniform substance like collagen. It does,
however, stain blue with Mallory's triple stain, a material
generally used to show collagen in tissue preparations.
The aggregating phenomena may be understood if the
slime were studied more intensely for its physical and
chemical properties. Stewart (personal communication)
says the fact that chick dermal-epidermal cells and myxobacters form aggregates suggests that the phenomenon is
not unique.
It is interesting to note that another gliding bacterium,
Beggeatoa alba, forms aggregates (Faust and Wolfe,
1961) (Suckow, 1966).
Column formation appears to be found in other bacteria too. Zoogloea ramigera, for example, produces columns of tough slime which , when punctured, cause the
bacteria and inner slime to ooze out ( Unz and Dunden,
1967) . The cells are flagellated organisms.
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FIGURE 5. - Crown height, or the mass of cells making up
the crown, constitute about one-third of the column . Part of
the scatter ( 0) indicates, however, that some cells appear to
take up about half the column. Since branching takes place a
short time later, this may indicate cellular activity in this
direction.

down collagen in the dermis. At early stages the birefringence of collagen fibers was general, then progressed
into the lattice network. This network influenced the position of the feather germs, i.e., influenced them in their
spatial pattern.
It is the nature of collagen to be in fine strands; how it
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First Calr Issued for Pap·ers At 39th Annual Meeting
Members of the Minnesota Academy of Science who
may wish to report results of their research at the Academy's 1971 Spring meeting, or instructors recommending
students' papers, should communicate as soon as possible with chairmen of the appropriate sections.
Most of the chairmen already have been designated,
and their names appear below.
At the initial contact, the subject of research should be
indicated, and the actual title of the paper if possible. An
estimate of the amount of time that may be needed for
an oral presentation and an indication of desired projection equipment also are in order.
The deadline for submission of titles is March 10,
1971. Papers offered for possible publication in the Journal but not to be presented orally at the meeting also
should be submitted to the section chairmen, and these
must be in by April 30, 1971.
The Academy's 1971 annual meeting will be held at
St. Mary's College, Winona, April 30 and May 1, 1971.
The following section chairmen have been named:
Biochemistry

Dr. Kenneth Mann, Department of Biochemistry, University of
Minnesota, St. Paul, 55101.
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Botany

Dr. Andrew F. Robinson, 207 Life Science, University of Minnesota, Duluth, 55812.
Geography

Dr. Richard H . Skaggs, 546 Social Science Tower, University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, 55455.
Minn. Area Association of Physics Teachers

Dr. Peter G. Roll, 247 Space Science Center, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 55455.
Minn. College Chemistry Teachers

Dr. Rodney L. Olsen, Hamline University, St. Paul, 55101.
Natural & Scientific Areas

Dr. L. D. Frenzel , Jr., 218 Ent. F & W, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, 5510 I.
Science Education

Dr. Donald Peterson, St. Cloud State College, St. Cloud, 56301.
Sigma Delta Epsilon

Dr. Mary Price, 805 Mayo Memorial Bldg., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 55455.
.Sociology

Dr. J. Clark Laundergan, 312 Main, University of Minnesota,
Duluth, 55812.
Zoology

Dr. Thomas Collins, Moorhead State College, Moorhead, 56560.
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